Introduction
In our work on analyzing Swedish nominal phrases as they appear as document titles -particularly titles of articles in periodicals -we have primarily utilized context-free rules.
In an endeavour to reduce the cumbersomeness of such rules, we have used the notation:
(1) a btive of Gunnar Ehrling, who wrote the analyzer, we further reduce the notation by giving a name to all such sets of alternatives and by specifying in a "multiplication However, allowing T to be an infinite set is not necessarily a trivial extension. If T is some non-trivially defined subset set, L' of strings over a subset A of S, we have
where L' must be defined by some grammar G I = <S~I~k,T>
We say that G" = <S, R, I, A> is a ~rammar component and note that G" and G I together completely specify L. We shall come back to this concept later when we describe more complex grammars as combinations of simple ones.
With the restriction imposed on the rules of R that the right hand side should never be longer than the left hand side, it is obviously always possible in a finite number of steps to decide whether or not a given finite string is reducible to some element in T, i.e., whether or not it is an element in the set L. For if the given string o contains m symbols and $ contains n different symbols, a can be shortened at most (m-1) times and after the i'-th time it has been shortened, Nobody seems to be over-happy with this attempt to "add conditions to guarantee that a p-marker for a terminal string can be recovered uniquely from its derivation" and for this and more serious reasons linguists turn away from these types of constituent grammars altogether. But it is characteristic that one attempts to find "unique" equivalence classifications, i.e., tree graphs of the simple kind described. "We assume that such a tree graph must be a part of the structural description of any sentence; we refer to it as a phrasemarker p-marker. A grammar must for adequacy provide a p-marker for each sentence". ~ In other words, rather than modify the kind of graph employed, one replaces it, in transformational grammar, by an ordered set of such simple graphs.
The multi-index notation permits an alternative mode of presentation, as will appear in the next few paragraphs.
Infinite Rewriting Systems
We now consider the case where a grammar G = < S, i~, I, T> contains an infinite alphabet S.
In particular, We consider the set S of vectors over a finite set S t of indexes:
Chomsky, op. cit. p. ~.
I0
For S we introduce the general multi-index multiplication schema: Regarding the analysis as a syntactic tree, we may characterize transformational rules as such where the conditions for some symbol(s) to be rewritten in a specified way refer to the "vertical" neighbours (not to the "horizontal" That is, we obtain a grammar* which maps given strings on an infinite set which may be considered as a set of p-markers ~. G" is then an interpretation grammar, corresponding to G. j \ a decidable one, see p. i3 above, footnote. The number of levels does increase, but all rules refer exclusively to the uppermost level. @* These multi-index expressions naturally contain all information that transformations operate upon. Indeed, they will often contain too much, but superfluous indexes can easily be eliminated by multi-index rules; the point is that no side conditions for permissible transformational rewritings need be observed. Everything needed for the calculus is in the string.
Zl
Thus, one-level reduction rules suffice for a decision grammar for a constituent-structure language and multi-index reduction rules suffice for an interpretation grammar for such languages. Multi-index rules also suffice for a decision grammar for a transformationally defined language. ~ The question remains if they suffice for an interpretation grammar for the latter.
A structural description of the sentence may be given as the sequence of p-markers obtained during the analysis. Now, since the relative order of operations is not inherently fixed, we would like to find a representation of such sequences such that equivalence can easily,be defined. That is, we want to find an adequate interpretative grammar corresponding to G I . Can multi-index rules serve those purposes ?
The unified formalization, provided by the multi-index representation, might prove an aid to finding an effective interpretative calculus for transformationally defined languages.
Conclusion
The multi-index calculus seems promising for several.
linguistic purposes, especially where restrictions can be assigned to several, weakly interacting levels.
if this is decidable. They may also, incidentally, provide simple decidability criteria for a transformational grammar. Cf. tile hints above (p. 13).
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